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Abstract
Piezoresponse forcemicroscopy (PFM) and related bias-induced strain sensing atomic force
microscopy techniques provide unique characterization ofmaterial-functionality at the nanoscale.
However, these techniques are prone to unwanted artifact signals that influence the vibration
amplitude of the detecting cantilever. Here, we show that higher-order contact resonance eigenmodes
can be readily excited in PFM.The benefits of using the higher-order eigenmodes include absolute
sensitivity enhancement, electrostatic artifact reduction, and lateral versus normal strain decoupling.
This approach can significantly increase the proportion of total signal arising fromdesired strain (as
opposed to non-strain artifacts) inmeasurements with cantilevers exhibiting typical, fewNm−1

spring constants to cantilevers up to 1000× softer than typically used.

Introduction

In piezoresponse forcemicroscopy (PFM), and related techniques, anAC voltage (VAC) is applied between an
atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM)probe and the sample of interest. The electro-mechanical deformation of the
surface, as well as various unwanted processes, cause vibration of the AFMprobewhich is detected by the AFM
system. To date,measurements have been taken almost exclusively at or below thefirstflexural contact
resonance frequency, f .c

1
These techniques are of wide interest tomaterial scientists due to the unparalleled

lateral resolution they afford for studying the electromechanical properties of several classes of appliedmaterial
systems [1]. Appliedmaterials that exhibit an electromechanical response include piezoelectricmaterials
relevant to transducers, actuators, and piezoelectric energy harvesting structures, ferroelectricmaterials relevant
to non-volatilememory storage, emerging organic–inorganic perovskite photovoltaic active layers, and even
some biologicalmaterials [1–3].With the recentNobel prize award inmolecular electromechanicalmachines
[4], PFM is expected to play a critical role in studying the response of these systems at the device and assembly
level [1]. The closely relatedmethod of electrochemical-strainmicroscopy has been used to study solid-state
batterymaterials [5, 6]. Despite thewidespread interest in and adoption of PFMand related techniques by the
scientific community over the past two decades, thesemeasurements are susceptible to a number of
measurement artifacts [1], leading to results that appear paradoxical, e.g. the apparent piezoelectric response
and/or ferroelectric writing ofmaterials that are known to be neither piezoelectric nor ferroelectric [7, 8]. These
artifacts arewidely attributed to tip electrostatic (TES) forces between the tip and sample (FTES), and body
electrostatic (BES) forces that operate non-locally between the cantilever body and sample (FBES) as shown in
figure 1. Some of the artifacts can be reduced by operating with stiff cantilevers or tall tips [9]. Such approaches
lead to compromises in the ability to investigate fragile specimenswithout damage, and limit the diversity of
cantilever types that can be used. As such,more universalmethods of artifactminimization andPFM signal
maximization are desired.

Based on recent experimental results in contact resonance forcemicroscopy, a nanomechanical
measurementmethod, the use of higher eigenmodes (i.e. resonant vibrationalmodes) of a cantilever can result
in an improved sensitivity of resonance frequency to contact stiffness, reduced influence of poorly-known lateral
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deformations, and the ability to operate with cantilevers of reduced quasistatic spring constant (kcant) compared
to the cantilever types that have been traditionally used on similar classes ofmaterials [10]. In that work,many of
the benefits were ascribed to the higher dynamic stiffness [11] associatedwith the higher eigenmodes. Higher
eigenmodes should be accessible in PFM, and the increased dynamic stiffness of the highermodes is a promising
mechanism to reduce the influence of FBES. The potential for reducing electrostatic artifacts by using higher
frequencies for PFMmeasurements, both off resonance and on resonance, has been suggested in previous work
[12, 13]. In this study, we demonstrate that usage of the higher CRmodes of a cantilever not only dramatically
reduces the influence of non-local electrostatic forces, but also enhances the sensitivity to small PFM signals and
allows for tailoring of the sensitivity to non-normal displacements arising from cantilever tilt or tilted
piezoelectric domains. Experimental results comparing higher eigenmodeCR frequencies >( )f n, 1

n
c to results

obtained at f c
1
on periodically-poled lithiumniobate (PPLN) exhibit improved agreement with the expected

180° phase shift betweenUp andDowndomains as n is increased.We also show that varying theDCbias
between the tip and sample (kcant≈0.3 Nm−1) results in varyingmagnitudes of electrostatic artifact for thefirst
eigenmode, but the effect of varying theDCbias is negligible for higher-order eigenmodes. The ratio of the
observed amplitude associatedwith the desired surface strain is compared to the amplitude associatedwith the
artifacts, andwhereas as little as 10%of the observed amplitudemay arise from surface strain in the first
eigenmode,more than 90%of the observed signal is driven by surface strain at the fifth eigenmode. The higher
eigenmode approach is further extended to a cantilever 1000× softer than the status quo in typical PFM,while
still yielding reliable phase results and amplitude contrast comparable to the results obtainedwith f c

1
for the

status quo probe.Overall, our approach allows for cantilever selection to be optimized for image quality and
spatial resolution, without compromising the reliability of the PFMmeasurement.

Methods

Theoreticalmodeling of PFMwithmeasurement artifacts for various contact resonantmodes
Tounderstand howPFMmeasurements are affected at higherflexural eigenmodes, the cantilever-sample
systemwasmodeled using thewell-established Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. A schematic of the particular
model, which is simplified slightly from that presented recently by Bradler-Rohling et al [14] is shown infigure 2.
Themodel includes the effects of normal tip-sample stiffness kTS and damping pTS, ratio of normal to lateral
stiffness and damping γ, surface normal displacement u0, surface lateral displacement u0-Lat, a non-local
electrostatic force acting on the cantilever body FBES(x), and a localized electrostatic force acting at the cantilever

Figure 1.Piezoresponse forcemicroscopymeasurements are composed of a desired signal from the bias-induced surface strain and
undesired signals originating from tip and cantilever-body electrostatic forces.

Figure 2. Schematic of the Euler–Bernoulli beammodel used to simulate the PFMmeasurement in the presence of electrostatic
artifacts. Themodel accounts for lateral and normal displacements, stiffness and damping, with electrostatic forces applied to the
cantilever body and tip apex.
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tip FTES. Note that the surface displacement and electrostatic force parameters u0, u0-Lat, FBES(x), and FTES are
periodic piezoelectric and electrostatic responses to the applied AC voltage at frequencyω.

After separating out the time-dependent response, the amplitude of the cantileverw(x) is described by

b
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where x is the position along the cantilever,E is the Young’smodulus, and I is the bendingmoment of inertia.
The value ofβ is a function of frequency f given by
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where =x 1.8751,1
0 L is the cantilever length, f1

0 is thefirst free resonance frequency, andQfree is the quality
factor of thefirst free resonance.

FBES(x) decays away from the tip due to the increasing cantilever-sample distance d(x) resulting from the
cantilever tilt relative to the sample surface. The distance d(x) is given by

z z= + -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d x H L xCos Sin , 3

whereH is the height of the AFM tip, L is the cantilever length, and ζ is the tilt angle. Based on a tilted parallel
plate capacitor, FBES(x) is given by
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where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εR is the relative permittivity,VAC=3 V is the applied AC voltage, b is
the cantilever width, andΔV is the contact potential difference between the probe body and sample surface. For
practical purposes, the constants in the numerator of equation (4)were lumped together and into q0.ΔVwas
then adjusted tomatch experimental and theoretical amplitudes of thefirst free resonancewhen the AFM tipwas
200 nm from the sample surface (ΔV=5.45 V, q0=−7.82×10−16Nm2 V−1).

The boundary conditions for equation (1)were set as shown infigure 2. i.e.
no displacement at the cantilever base,

=( ) ( )w 0 0, 5

no slope at the cantilever base,

¢ =( ) ( )w 0 0, 6

a bendingmoment at the tip from the lateral contact force, coupled through the tip-height,

y
g = - ¢-( ) ( ( ) ) ( )w L

L
H u w L H , 7

3 0 lat

a shear force at the tip from the normal contact force and the local TES force,

y
¢ = - -( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( )w L

L
w L u F k L3 , 8

3 0 TES cant
3

whereψ is the contact function y b= + ( )k k L p3 i .TS cant
2

TS
Finally, the AFMoperates as a slope sensitive amplitude detector, thus the relevant amplitude signalAAFM is

given by = ¢( ) ∣ ( )∣A x w x ,AFM although the experimental signal will also have some spatial averaging due to the
finite size of the detection laser spot. The parameters used in the simulations are given in table 1.

Imaging and point spectral acquisition of PFMdata for lower- and higher-order eigenmodes
PFMwas performed on aCypher AFM (AsylumResearch, Santa Barbara, CA).Measurements were performed
in air with a variety ofmetal-coated probes with awide range of kcant. These included a ‘status quo’ probe typical
of the probes used for PFMmeasurements (Asyelec-01, AsylumResearch, kcant≈2 Nm−1), a ‘soft’ probe
(ContPT,NanoWorld, kcant≈0.2 Nm−1), and an ‘ultra-soft’ probe (Biolever, Olympus, kcant≈0.006 Nm−1).
The laser spot position on the cantilever was precisely calibrated for allmeasurements (see supplementary
information available online at stacks.iop.org/NANOF/2/015005/mmedia: Laser PositionCalibration). AC
andDCbias voltage were applied to the cantilever spring clip, while the sample shared a common ground. AC
andDCbias voltages were kept at values far below the polarization voltage of LithiumNiobate [15] and drive
frequencies were considerably below the reported response frequencies of thematerial [16]. All images were
acquired in dual AC resonance tracking (DART)PFMmode. Point amplitude versus frequency spectrawere fit
to a simple harmonic oscillator (SHO)model using a custom script in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Portland,OR)
scientific graphing and data analysis software.
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Results and discussion

Prediction of enhanced sensitivity and reducedmeasurement artifacts with higher-eigenmode PFM
For nanomechanical property sensing, operation at higher eigenmodes has been shown to increase the
sensitivity of the CR frequency to sample stiffness changes [10]. Here, we address the question of how the
detection sensitivity of a pure normal PFM signal (i.e., FTES=0, FBES(x)=0, u0-lat=0) varies with eigenmode
order n. Infigure 3, we demonstrate the impact of eigenmode order on PFMamplitudewith a PFM strain set to
u0=100 pm. Plots ofAAFM versus the relative detection spot position (x/L) for thefirst 5 eigenmodes of a
0.3 Nm−1 cantilever at (a) kTS=100 Nm−1 and (b) kTS=1000 Nm−1 are shown. In both cases, the largest
maximumamplitude signal does not occur at f .c

1
At kTS=100 Nm−1,modes 4 and 5 show similarmaximum

sensitivities (maximumamplitude ofmodes 4 and 5 is 8.4×10−4 rad)which is an order ofmagnitude greater
than themaximumamplitude signal ofmode 1 (8.2×10−5 rad). At kTS=1000 Nm−1,mode 5 ismost
sensitive (maximumamplitude of 1.8×10−3 rad). In an experiment, the signal amplitudewill depend on the
laser spot position on the cantilever due to shape factor effects (i.e., the laser spot positionmay coincide with any
value of x/L shown infigure 3), but this result indicates that themaximum signal amplitude, with optimized
laser position, is higher for the higher ordermodes. It is well known that the interaction of the cantilever with the
surrounding environment leads to an increased damping of the cantilever vibrationwith increasing frequency;
this frequency-dependent damping is included in themodeling results infigures 3(a) and (b). The increased
sensitivity with increasing eigenmode order arises, in part, from additional tip-sample indentation due to the
increased dynamic stiffness of the higher eigenmodes. This increased indentation is a sufficiently large effect to
overcome the loss in amplitude that arises from environmental damping effects. Thus, for the purposes of
amplifying small surface-strain signals onmaterials that are stiff relative to the static cantilever spring constant,
highermodes are an attractive option. Figure 3(c) shows analogous results tofigure 3(a), but with a constant
damping ratiowhich could occur for experimental conditionswhere frequency-independentmaterial damping
dominates the response rather than frequency-dependent environmental ormaterial damping (e.g.,
measurements on rigid inorganicmaterials in vacuum). The increase inmaximumPFMamplitudewithmode
order is seen to be larger for frequency-independent damping (figure 3(c)) than for frequency-dependent
damping (figures 3(a) and (b)). This ability for highermodes to amplify the piezoresponse signal will benefit
PFMapplications where themagnitude of the piezoresponse is small, such as ultra-thin films ormaterials with
small piezoelectric coefficients.

In addition to the desired PFM response induced by a strain normal to the sample surface, we also simulated
the influence of parasitic electrostatic forces arising between the sample and cantilever body (FBES) and tip (FTES)
and buckling displacements (u0-lat) that originate from tilted sample domains and/or cantilever-sample tilt.
Figures 4(a) and (d) show simulated amplitude versus frequency spectra acquiredwith the laser position at x/
L=0.8 and normal tip sample stiffness of either kTS=100 Nm−1 or kTS=1000 Nm−1 under various
boundary conditions. This value of x/Lwas chosen because it coincides with the fourth (closest to tip) antinode
of the fifth free resonance and there is a simple procedure for setting the laser position to preciselymatch an
antinode of a free resonance (see supplementary information: Laser PositionCalibration). The value for kTS is of
the order calculated from the experimental contact resonance frequencies, and is typical of contact AFM
measurements with soft ormoderately stiff cantilevers on rigid inorganic substrates. The conditions simulated
include: (1) a pure, normal piezoresponse, (2) a normal piezoresponse plus the influence of a BES force (either

Table 1.Parameter values used in the
PFM simulations with andwithout
artifacts.

Quantity Values

kcant {0.3, 3}N m−1

Qfree 43.5

L 450 μm

H 6 μm

ζ 11°
kTS {100, 1000}N m−1

pts 0

γ 0.8

u0 10 pm

u0-Lat {0, 10} pm
ΔV {0, 5.45}V
q0 −7.82×10−16Nm2 V−1

FTES {0, 10}nN
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in-phase or out-of-phase with the piezoresponse), (3) a normal piezoresponse plus an in-phase TES force and (4)
a normal piezoresponse plus a lateral surface strain equaling the normal surface strain (representing either a
tilted domain structure, or an extreme cantilever to surface tilt). Figures 4(b) and (c) show expanded views of the
amplitude versus frequency spectra around the 1st and 4th eigenmodes for kTS=100 Nm−1. Compared to the
1st eigenmode, the 4th eigenmode shows reduced sensitivity tomeasurement artifacts as evidenced by the
similar peak height at the 4thmode formost of the conditions simulated. Notably, the influence of the BES
forces is seen to decreasemost significantly as eigenmode increases. Reduction in TES force artifacts ismost
significantwhen increasing kTS from100 to 1000 Nm−1 as shown infigures 4(e) and (f). The impact of
eigenmode on lateral surface strain has a somewhatmore complex relationshipwhich is discussed below. There
is also considerable variation in the off-resonance antinode behavior as a result of the varying forcing terms, i.e.
local forcing due to surface displacement acting at the probe tip versus the distributed electrostatic force acting
on the cantilever body. The variation in the off resonance behavior as a function of forcing has been
demonstrated previously [17]. The strong dependence of off-resonance response on the precise nature of the
drive forces will complicate eventual quantification of the off-resonance surface strain due to poorly defined
optical lever sensitivity, whereas on-resonance, inertial effects define a precise vibrational shape and hence
optical lever sensitivity, independent of forcing, but dependent on boundary conditions. In otherwords,

Figure 3.The predicted sensitivity of AFMamplitude signal to a pure PFM response for thefirst 5 eigenmodes.Mode 1 is shown in
blue andmode 5 in red.Modes 2 through 4 are gray, and can be identified from the increasing number of antinodes. (a)
kTS=100 N m−1 with frequency-dependent damping. (b) kTS=1000 N m−1 with frequency-dependent damping. (c)
kTS=1000 N m−1 with frequency-independent damping.
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quantification of the surface strain fromPFMamplitudemeasurements is amore tractable problem for on-
resonance conditions than off-resonance.

Figure 5 shows the error between the total, on resonance, AFMamplitudeAtotal including additional drive
forces, and a signal due to a pure normal piezoresponseApiezo.Where,

=
-

( )
A A

A
Amplitude error . 9

total piezo

piezo

The amplitude error introduced by the non-local BES force infigure 5(a) is seen to decrease exponentially
with increasing eigenmode.With increasing eigenmode, the number of nodes in the vibrational shape also
increase. Thus, there aremore points along the cantilever bodywhere the BES force results in zero displacement.
Resultantly, each of the cantilever segments between the nodes exhibits a reduced span, giving it a higher
dynamic stiffness. For a given eigenmode, the effects of BES forces are furthermitigated by increasing contact
stiffness because the tip-sample contact becomesmore node-like aswell. For the simulated conditions, the
reduction in errorwith increased kTS is greatest for the 5th eigenmode, where amplitude error decreases by 70%
when increasing kTS 10-fold at constant kcant. This coincides with the 5th eigenmode exhibiting the largest
percent-increase in frequency for the 10-fold stiffness increase. Increasing the quasistatic spring constant of the
cantilever is also effective at reducing the BES artifact, though experimentally this comes at the expense of force
control. Notably, using the 3rd or higher eigenmode of the kcant=0.3 Nm−1 lever results in lower amplitude
error than the 1st eigenmode of the kcant=3.0 Nm−1 cantilever, and the additional benefit of a 10×increase
in force control. In contrast to the non-local force, the influence of local tip-electrostatic force, figure 5(b), is
linearly dependent on normalized tip-sample contact stiffness kTS/kcant and independent of eigenmode. Finally,

Figure 4. (a)Theoretical amplitude versus frequency spectra for x/L=0.8 and kTS=100 N m−1 with boundary conditions indicated
by shared legend in lower-right corner. (b) and (c)Expanded views around the first and fourth eigenmodes from (a), respectively. (d)
Theoretical amplitude versus frequency spectra for x/L=0.8 and kTS=1000 N m−1 with boundary conditions indicated by shared
legend. (e) and (f)Expanded views around thefirst and fourth eigenmodes from (d), respectively. The errors associatedwith FBES
forcing converge at higher eigenmodes as indicated by similarity between pure PFMandPFM+FBES responses.
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the sensitivity to lateral buckling displacements infigure 5(c) shows a nonmonotonic variationwith increasing
eigenmode order. This corresponds with coupling of the lateral surface strain u0 with the tip-motion prescribed
by the eigenmode. A benefit of the observed dependence is the ability to operate at eigenmodes that either
enhance or suppress the influence of the lateralmotion, while still having sufficient dynamic stiffness to suppress
BES forces. Thus, using highermodes for PFMmeasurements can be ameans to separate the contributions of
the normal and lateral piezoresponse without the qualitative approach of changing the probe-sample
orientation, or deconvolving the vertical and lateral AFM signals [18].

For all parameters, the comparison between kTS=100 Nm−1 and kTS=1000 Nm−1 provides an
interesting basis for comparison. The value of kTS can be readily adjusted by varying the quasistatic setpoint force
or intentionally increasing the radius of the tip throughwear. The higher value of kTS will lead to reduced body
andTES contribution at all eigenmodes, but could either enhance or suppress the sensitivity to u0-Lat. Having
demonstrated the benefits of higher eigenmodes for PFMmeasurements from a theoretical standpoint, we now
demonstrate these benefits experimentally.

Evaluating the influence of higher eigenmodes on experimental PFMdatawith varied cantilever spring
constants and electrostatic artifacts
Todemonstrate the effects of using higher-order contact-resonance frequencies for PFMmeasurements, we
collected data on a PPLN samplewith a variety of cantilevers usingDART-PFM imaging [19]. Data was post-
processed byfitting amplitude, phase, and frequency response to a SHOmodel to determine resonance
frequency, quality factor, drive amplitude, and drive phase [20]. The ideal PFM response for this PPLN sample
(i.e., in the absence of confounding effects such as electrostatic forces or lateral strains) is amplitude contrast
ΔA=0 and phase shiftΔj=180° betweenUp andDowndomains [21]. This is under the assumption that the
only physical property that changes with periodic poling is the orientation of the piezoelectric dipole (either+c
or−c direction). The PFMdata shown infigures 6(a) and (b), whichwere collected at ~( )f 267 kHzc

1
for the

kcant=1.64 nN nm−1 probe, represents PFM results on a highly ideal sample using a probewith kcant in a range
‘typical’ for PFMmeasurements in the literature [9, 14, 21, 22].We observe considerable artifacts in the result,
even for this status-quomeasurement. This ismost evident in the amplitudeA response, where there is a
77%±7% larger amplitude on theDowndomains compared to theUp domains. TheΔj between theUp and
Downdomains (162°±5°), which shows a strong contrast, still falls short of the expectedΔj=180°.

Infigures 6(c) and (d), theDART-PFM responses at »( )f 837 kHzc
2

are shown. Results collected at this
higher resonantmode aremuch closer to the ideal results. TheA responses of theUp andDowndomains are
equivalent within statistical uncertainty (ΔA=7%±15%,with the averageA value slightly smaller on the
Downdomains), and the observedΔj is 179°±2°, in excellent agreementwith the ideal response. Thus, we
have demonstrated that themeasured PFMresponse is significantly different from the ideal response (due to
artifacts such as electrostatic forces and lateral surface strain)when using a probe and resonantmode that is
‘typical’ of themeasurements in the literature to-date. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that performing the
measurement at the second rather than first contact resonancemode, without any other changes to the
experimental procedure or hardware,minimizes the influence ofmeasurement artifacts.

Figure 5.AFMamplitude error, relative to a pure PFM signal for various electrostatic forces, tip sample contact stiffness, cantilever
spring constant and lateral displacement. Plots show influence of eigenmode on amplitude error in the presence of (a) body
electrostatics FBES, (b) tip electrostatics FTES or (c) lateral displacements u0-Lat.
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This approach cannot only improve status quo results, but can also enable accurate, artifact-free PFMon a
greater range ofmaterials and samples. Status quo PFMmeasurements require relatively stiff probes tominimize
measurement artifacts. However,manymaterial classes require the use of probeswith lower kcant values, which
allows for increased force control and reduced sample damage and tipwear while simultaneously increasing
lateral resolution.Here, we demonstrate that the use of higher frequency eigenmodes enables accurate PFM
measurements with ‘soft’ probes that have kcant values considerably lower than the current status quo PFM
probe. Infigures 6(e)–(h), we show the PFM results taken at f c

1
with a probe that has≈5×lower kcant than the

‘typical’PFMprobe. As expected, the »( )f 75 kHzc
1

PFMresults infigures 6(e) and (f) exhibit largemeasurement
artifacts because of the low kcant of the probe. ThemeasuredA values are 41%±7% larger on theDown
domains than theUp domains, and there is a readily observable increase in theA response from the top to the
bottomof the image. This contrast in the slow-scan directionmay be indicative of very long-range electrostatic
artifacts, possibly as a result of localized charging of the surface by the electric fields present during the PFM
measurement [23]. This is supported by the observation that theA signal is greatest when there isminimal
overlap between the scanned area of the sample and the cantilever body. The probe orientation, relative to all
images, is shown in the top right corner offigure 6(e). Furthermore, there is almost no phase contrast for these
measurement conditions (Δj=≈1°±1°). The lack of phase contrast suggests thatApiezo=Atotal.

DART-PFMdata takenwith the same probe, in the same sample location, butwith = »( )f f 790 kHz ,c
AC 4

are shown infigures 6(g) and (h). Again, we observe a significant shift of the PFM response toward the ideal
response.We observe similar amplitudes for theUp andDowndomains, withΔA=9.35%±0.05%.
Additionally, the phase shift is close to ideal (183°±1°). This further highlights the value of using highermodes
in order to collect accurate PFMdata, and opens the door for accurate PFMmeasurements with an order of
magnitude improved static force control.

Figure 6. (a)–(h)Correspond toDART-PFMamplitude (A) and phase (j) data for two separate contact resonance frequencies ( f c
1

and fn
c) collectedwith twoAFMprobes. The approximate kcant for the probe used to collect the images were 1.64 N m−1 for images

(a)–(d) and 0.335 N m−1 for images (e)–(h). Images in the left two columnswere collected at f .c
1
Images in the right two columnswere

collected at f ,n
c where n=2 for the 1.64 N m−1 probe and n=4 for the 0.335 N m−1 probe. The relative color scale for allA images

is shown in (a), and for allj images is shown in (b). AnUp domain andDowndomain ismarked in each image by a red and a black
circle, respectively. Corresponding histograms of the response withinUp (red) andDown (black) domains are shown below each
image. AllA data is normalized to the average response on theDown domains, and allj data is shifted such that the averagej of the
Down domains is 0°. The orientation of the probe relative to the sample for all images is shown in the upper right corner of (e). All
images are 30μm× 30μm.
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To further study the artifact-minimizing capabilities of higher eigenmodes, we performedmeasurements on
Up andDownPPLNdomains with varyingmagnitudes ofVAC andVDC. The variation ofVACwill affect the
amplitude of all drive forces acting on the probe, whereas the variation ofVDC about a small range far below the
writing voltage of PPLNwill influence the electrostatic drive force (due to theDC term in the electrostatic force)
without influencing the piezoresponse of thematerial.While performing themeasurements infigure 6, some
variation in frequency between domainswas observed. Furthermore, tip-wear during the experiment and
varying theVDC can affect the frequency of theCR. Variations in frequency result in variations in the optical
lever sensitivity of the cantilever (i.e., the cantilever shape factor [24]), and thus the apparent amplitude of the
response. To ensure that changes in the cantilever shape factor do not influence our interpretation of apparent
amplitude, allmeasurements were performed at a range of forces, which result in a range of CR frequencies for
each eigenmode.We then interpolate the amplitude to a chosen frequency that is equal for all values ofVDC for
the particular eigenmode order (see supplementary information: Shape Factor Compensation). Thus, the
approachwe present here is a robust approach tominimize shape-factor artifacts. Qualitatively, changing the
selected value of fn

c did not impact observed trends. The slopes of frequency-correctedA versusVAC for f c
1 and

f c
4 are shown in figures 7(a) and (b), respectively. The slope of a given line is representative (albeit in units of
photodetector voltage rather than surface displacement distance) of the apparent piezo coefficient dapp of the
material.

For f ,c
1 figure 7(a), the slopes vary considerably over aDCbias range of±3 V, with a dappmaximumvalue of

250 μV/VatVDC=−3 V and approximately nulled atVDC= 1.5 V.Wenote that theDC voltage that
corresponds to themaximumandminimumvalues of dapp are not equivalent on theUp versusDowndomains.
This highlights the parasitic influence electrostatic force can have on PFMmeasurements taken at f .c

1 For PFM
measurements taken at f ,c

4 figure 7(b), the slope range is from34 to 30 μV/V across the sameVDC range, nearly
independent ofVDC, thus showing several orders ofmagnitude reduction in uncertainty. Infigure 7(c), we show
the ratio ofMax(dapp)/Min(dapp), calculated from the shape corrected slope ofA versusVACwithVDC varied
between−3 and+3 V, for thefirst 5 eigenmodes. This ratio, which is indicative of the sensitivity of themeasured

Figure 7. (a) and (b) show shape-factor corrected apparent piezoresponse amplitude versus AC bias for a range ofDCbias. (a) Shows
results for =f 78 kHz.c

1
(b) Shows results for f c

4
=798 kHz. For a givenVDC andVAC, we varied the applied force to generate anA

versus f plot, whichwas fit to a sigmoidal curve. This allowed us to compare different conditions at the same f. In (c), we show the ratio
ofmaximum tominimumapparent piezo amplitudeMax(dapp)/Min(dapp), calculated from the shape correctedA as a function ofVAC

andVDC, for thefirst 5 eigenmodes. This demonstrates that the sensitivity of an experimentally-obtained dapp becomes increasingly
insensitive toVDCwith increasing eigenmode.
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dapp value to electrostatic artifacts, rapidly approaches 1with increasing eigenmode and strongly correlates with
the reduction in amplitude error fromBES forces predicted infigure 5(a).

Quantifying the increased piezoresponse in the apparent PFM signalwith increased eigenmode order
Figures 6 and 7 indicate a substantial improvement in the reliability of the apparent PFM response by operating
at higher-order eigenmodes. The data acquiredwithmultiplemodes show that enhanced sensitivity to desired
piezo response or undesired BES artifacts can be achieved.Here, we show that based on the expected phase
response of the PPLN sample, the fraction of apparent PFM signal attributed to surface strain can be
quantitatively estimated. Figure 8(a) shows the relationship between the applied voltageVAC and the response
associatedwith u(t) aswell as the response of the artifact driven processes. For simplicity, figure 8(a) assumes that
a single artifact process dominates the apparent response, thoughmultiple signals contributing to the artifact
response are possible. On any sample,jPiezo is expected to be in-phase or out-of-phase (i.e., shifted by 0° or 180°
relative to the voltage signal) dependent uponwhether the z-component of the local polarization is parallel or
antiparallel to the polarization axis. The value ofAPiezo will depend only on themagnitude of the z-component of
the polarization and not the sign. The artifact-driven cantilever response will result from a single, ormultiple
processes eachwith an associatedAArtifact andjArtifact dependent upon the relativemagnitudes of the drive forces
listed above. The phase shift(s),jArtifact will also depend upon numerous factors, is rarely known for a given
system, and could vary significantly as a function of x–y position for a number of heterogeneous samples. In
cases where there are only twomain contributions to themeasured PFMresponse, i.e. the piezoresponse of the
sample and a single dominant artifact contribution (such as the situation shown infigure 8(a)), thejmeasured
by the lock-in-amplifier can be described by equation (10).We note that a similar equation can be derived for the
case wheremultiple artifacts have comparable contributions to themeasured signal.

j
j j

j j
=

+

+
-

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )
A A

A A
tan

cos cos

sin sin
10Measured

1 Piezo piezo ES Artifact

Piezo piezo ES Artifact

Figure 8.A simulated response of the time-dependent drive voltageV, piezoresponse (in or out-of-phase withV ) andAArtifact, is
shown in (a) and represents a PFMexperiment with a single dominant artifact contributing to themeasured signal. (b)Using
equation (8) and assuming a single dominant artifact, we calculate the relationship between themeasured phase shift betweenUp and
Downdomains (ΔjMeasured) as a function ofjArtifact and the ratio ofAPiezo (the desired signal) toAArtifact. (c)Comparison of the
experimentally obtained amplitude versusVDC for f c

1
and f c

4
on both anUp and aDowndomain of PPLN. (d)The experimentally

obtained response ofΔj, betweenUp andDowndomains for f c
1
and f .c

4
(e)Δj versusAPiezo/AES. For this plot,Δjwas extracted

from the data shown in (d), andAPiezo/AES was calculated from (c) as described in the text.
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Thus, the difference in the phase response (Δj)measured onUp versusDowndomains on a sample such as
PPLN, assuming a single dominant artifact contribution, can be calculated using

j
b j j

b j j

b j j

b j j

D =
+

+

-
+

+

-

-

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

tan
cos cos

sin sin

tan
cos cos

sin sin
, 11

Measured
1 piezo 2 Artifact

piezo 2 Artifact

1 piezo 1 Artifact

piezo 1 Artifact

where b = .A

A
Piezo

Artifact

Using equation (11), we calculate the relationship between themeasured phase shift betweenUp andDown
domains (ΔjMeasured) as a function ofjArtifact and the ratio ofAPiezo toAArtifact. These relationships are shown in
figure 8. As shown infigure 8(b), whenAPiezo/AArtifact is greater than≈10,Δj is only weakly dependent on
jArtifact. BetweenAPiezo/AArtifact=10 andAPiezo/AArtifact=0.1 the sensitivity of theΔj versusjArtifact

increases rapidly when approachingAPiezo/AArtifact=1 from either side. Finally, whenAPiezo/AArtifact is less
than 0.1 the phase response becomes largely insensitive to both the presence of ferroelectric domains as well as
variations injArtifact. Thus,maintaining a ratio ofAPiezo/AES>10 is desirable for collecting accurateA andj
data, and to avoid imaging contrast due tojArtifact, which is generally unknown andmay vary as a function of x–y
position on the sample.

Importantly, figure 8(b) demonstrates that reliablejdata is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
accurateAdata. That is to say,Δj less than 180° is indicative of error in themeasuredA signal, however
Δj≈180° can be observed in the presence of significant error in theA signal whenΔjArtifact is small. Values as
low asΔj≈135 ° have been reported for PFMmeasurements of PPLN samples usingAFMprobes with kcant
values in the 1–5 Nm−1 range (these kcant values are typical for PFMmeasurements in the literature) [25].We
can use equation (8) to estimateAPiezo/AArtifact for such a case. Interestingly, forΔj≈135° the estimated values
ofAPiezo/AArtifact are≈1 to 2.5 depending on the value ofjArtifact. Thus, only≈50%–70%of theA signal is the
result of the piezoresponse, with the remainder due to the electrostatic response.

To demonstrate the relationship betweenmeasured phase and electrostatic amplitude artifacts, we collected
PFMpoint spectra on bothUp andDowndomains, with a constantVAC, and varied theVDC. Figure 8(c) shows
theA versusVDC response for f c

1
and f c

4
on both anUp and aDown domain. Becausewe assume that the

piezoresponse is equivalent on theUp andDowndomains, and theA response of f c
1
onUp andDowndomains

crosses atVDC≈0.5 V, we conclude that the BES null voltage (Vnull), which occurs when surface contact
potential equals theDCbias is achievedwhenVDC≈0.5 V. As shown, the sensitivity ofA toVDC, based on the
slope ofΔA/ΔVDC, is significantly larger for f c

1
as compared to f .c

4
This is another indication that the impact of

electrostatic forces is greatly reduced at f c
4
relative to f ,c

1
in agreementwithfigure 7.While f c

1
is strongly

dominated by BES in this system, TESmay contribute a significant fraction to the remaining slope ofA versus
VDC in f .c

4
This is because theA due to FTES is not expected to be reduced due to the increased dynamic stiffness

of higher resonantmodes (see figure 5(b)).We extracted theΔj, between theUp andDowndomains under
these conditions, as shown infigure 8(d).WhileΔj≈180° and is nearly constant between±7 VVDC for f ,c

4
the

Δj at f c
1
is strongly dependent uponVDC.

Using equation (11) and theA andΔj versusVDC results, discussed for f c
1
and f c

4
above, the ratio ofAPiezo to

AESwas estimated for thefirst 6 eigenmodes across±7 VVDC. For eachmode, the intersection ofA on theUp
andDowndomainswas assumed to be theVDCwhereAES is nulled, and thusA=APiezo. In order to estimate the
value ofAES at eachVDC the slope of the crossing sections of theA versusVDC curves were eachfit to a line. The
value ofAES was estimated by

= -( ) ( )A m V V , 12ES DC null

wherem is the slope ofAMeasured versusVDC. Furthermore, the amplitude due to the piezoresponse of the sample
can be estimated using

= - ( )A A A . 13Piezo Measured ES

Figure 8(e) is a plot ofΔj versusAPiezo/AES estimated using equations (12) and (13), for thefirst 6 contact
resonantmodes. A few important trends can be observed from figure 8(e). First, with the exception ofmode 3,
the trend of theΔj versusAPiezo/AES results are approximately sigmoidal consistent with reducedAESwith
increasingmode. Furthermore,jArtifact=5.9° can be estimated byfitting themultimodalΔj versus
APiezo/AES. Thus, not only does this approach reduce the impact of electrostatic artifacts to the PFM
measurement, it can also be used to extractjArtifact, which is difficult to estimate by other approaches, and is
critical for estimating the remaining artifacts in themeasurement.We note that themode 3 results diverge
considerably from the expected results. This was likely due to a low slope sensitivity at the position of the laser
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spot for thismode under these conditionswhich lead to a relatively low amplitude signal relative to the
background noise in the system.

Pushing the limits of low-force PFMwith ultra-low stiffness cantilevers
After establishing that electrostatic artifact contributions to themeasured amplitudeApiezo can beminimized by
utilizing a higher eigenmode of a kcant≈0.3 Nm−1 cantilever, we sought to demonstrate that this approach is
applicable to probeswith even lower kcant, enabling accuratemeasurements of piezoelectric coefficients even in
very low stiffnessmaterials such as polymers and biomaterials. To this end, we collected PFMdatawith an ultra-
soft probe (BL-RC150VB,Olympus)which is typically used for extremely soft and fragile samples and inwhich
tip-sample forces are limited to the picoNewton range, e.g. cells andDNAmanipulation studies [26].With a
calibrated kcant of only 0.0037 Nm−1 this probe is ca. 440×softer than the status-quo lever used infigure 6.
With such a soft probe, the PFM signal at f c

1
(∼65 kHz) is far from ideal, as shown infigures 9(a) and (b). The

primary contrast in theA andj data is between the top and the bottomof the image, indicating that the response
is dominated by long-range electrostatic artifacts, as opposed to the piezoresponse of the sample. However, at

»( )f 1.3 MHz ,c
6 the top-to-bottom contrast in theA signal has been removed. There remains a large contrast
between the amplitudesmeasured in theUp andDowndomains that is not expected for an ideal piezoelectric
response, with theA response on theDowndomains being 70%±20% smaller than theA response on theUp
domains.We note that theUp domains show lowerQ values and a broader f c distribution (see supplementary
information: DART-PFMContact Resonance Frequency andQuality Factor Images). Further studies are
needed to fully understand the nature of the nanomechanical response for ultra-soft probes, and how this
response affects themeasured value ofA. However, theΔj (180°±10°)matches the ideal piezoelectric phase
shift for this system.

Whenwe compare the results collectedwith the status quo probe (1.64 Nm−1) to the results collectedwith
the ultra-soft probe (0.0037 Nm−1), the great potential benefit of using higher-frequencymodes for PFM
studies becomes obvious. Aswe have discussed, it is current practice in the PFMfield (as illustrated bymany
recent publications) to use a probewith similar, or greater, kcant then our status quo probe, and to take the
measurements with a drive frequency at or below f .c

1
Wehave demonstrated comparableA contrast

(70%±20%versus 77%±7%), and improved phase contrast (180°±10° versus 162°±5°) for the ultra-
soft probe at f c

6 relative to the status-quo probe at f .c
1
Wenote that using the ultra-soft probe results inwider

distributions of themeasured amplitudes and phases, as evident in the histogramdata. Thismay be due to the
greatly reduced static tip-sample contact force, which is likely to result in temporary loss of contact while the tip
is scanned over small, loosely held particulate features on the surface, e.g. dust or contamination that would be
laterally displaced by the probe tip for a higher kcant cantilever. Clearly, the increasedwidth of the amplitude and
phase distribution is not ideal. However, for soft samples, this disadvantage is far outweighed by the
approximately two-to-three orders ofmagnitude increase in force control. This will result in the extension of

Figure 9. (a)–(d)Correspond toDART-PFMA andj data for two separate contact resonance frequencies ( f c
1
and f c

6 ) collectedwith
an ultra-soft AFMprobe. The approximate kcant for the probewas 0.0037N m−1, as indicated by the row label. The left two images
were collected at f .c

1
The right two images were collected at f .c

6 The relative color scale forA andj images are shown in (a) and (b)
respectively. AnUp domain and aDowndomain is indicated in each image. Corresponding histograms of the response onUp (red)
andDown (black) domains are shown below each image.A data is normalized to the average response on theDowndomains,j data
shifted such that the averagej of theDowndomains = 0°. The orientation of the probe relative to the sample for all images is shown
in the upper right corner of (a). PFM results at f c

1
appear dominated by FBES. At f c

6 the amplitude contrast is comparable to the status
quoAFMprobe used for PFMat f ,c

1
and shows amore idealj contrast of 180°±10°. Image size is 30μm× 30μm.
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PFMand relatedmethods to awide class ofmaterials that are too fragile to allow accurate PFMmeasurements
with status-quo PFMprobes.

Conclusions

Throughmodeling and experimental studies, we have demonstrated that the use of higher frequency resonance
modes in PFMmeasurements brings a number of benefits.Modeling up to thefirst 6 eigenmodes, these benefits
include an increase in themaximummeasurement sensitivity (>1 order ofmagnitude increase in amplitude
sensitivity), reduced electrostatic artifacts in the response (>60 fold reduction in FBES artifacts for a 0.3 Nm−1

probe), and greater than an order ofmagnitude difference in sensitivity to lateral coupling to the flexuralmode
betweenmodes 3 and 6. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the use of higher eigenmodes of status-quo
probes (kcant=1–5 Nm−1) greatly reduces themagnitude of electrostatic artifacts, without any specialized
hardware. This approach additionally was shown to enable improvedmeasurement accuracywith probes that
are 10 or even 1000 times softer than the status-quo probes. For example, through analysis of the phase response
ofmeasurements using soft probes (kcant≈0.3 Nm−1)we can estimate thatmeasurement artifactsmake up
greater than 90%of themeasured amplitude signal at f c

1
and the normal piezoresponsemakes up less than 10%

of the amplitude signal. This proportion can be inverted, resulting in reliable PFMmeasurements, simply by
measuring the PFMresponse at f .c

4
Wehave gone on to showhowwe can combine the highmode approachwith

shape factor normalization, allowing direct comparison of the uncertainty in surface strain amplitude. These
approaches not only improve the reliability of the amplitude contrast in PFMmeasurements, but also increase
the reliability of themeasured phase response. For researchers seeking to utilize higher cantilever eigenmodes to
improve data reliability in PFMand related techniques, we recommend some simple guidelines.When
observing interesting or unexpected behavior (e.g. in amplitude or phase) between domains, repeating the
measurement at a higher eigenmode can provide increased confidence inwhatever conclusions are drawn.
Researchers should seek convergence of the observed phenomena as artifacts are reducedwith increased
eigenmode order. Finally, if highermodes are not immediately detected, a simple translation of the detection
laser along the cantilever bodymay reveal a previously hidden eigenmode. Failure to observe the higher
eigenmodes, evenwithmodifications to detection laser position, should be seen as awarning that observed
contrastsmay be charge based, rather than electromechanical, or the electromechanical responsemay be
strongly frequency dependent. Overall, we have demonstrated approaches that greatly improve the reliability
and accuracy of PFMmeasurements, enable the use of soft and ultra-soft probes for quantitative PFM studies of
awider class ofmaterials, and do not require specialized hardware or customizedAFMprobes.
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